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Abstrat. We study Banah spaes over a non-spherially omplete non-Arhimedean valued�eld K. We prove that a non-Arhimedean Banah spae over K whih ontains a linearlyhomeomorphi opy of l∞ (hene l∞ itself) is not a K-spae. We disuss the three-spae problemfor a few properties of non-Arhimedean Banah spaes.1. Introdution. Throughout this paper, K will denote a non-Arhimedean ompletevalued �eld with a non-trivial valuation |.|. A valued �eld K is said to be spherially om-plete if every shrinking sequene of losed balls in K has a non-empty intersetion. Clearly,the spherial ompleteness implies ompleteness; the onverse is not true (see [13℄).Normed (quasinormed) spaes over K are de�ned in a natural way. We say that anorm (quasinorm) ‖.‖ on a vetor spae E is non-Arhimedean if it satis�es 'the strongtriangle inequality', i.e. ‖x + y‖ ≤ max{‖x‖, ‖y‖} for all x, y ∈ E. We say that a normed(quasinormed) spae is non-Arhimedean if its topology is de�ned by a non-Arhimedeannorm (quasinorm). Note that there exist Banah spaes over K for whih the normedtopology annot be de�ned by a non-Arhimedean norm (e.g. lp for p ≥ 1, f. [7℄). Weall a subset X of a Banah spae E over K a base if for every a ∈ E, there exists aunique map fa : X → K suh that a =

∑

x∈X fa(x)x.Real and omplex K-spaes were introdued by N. J. Kalton and N. T. Pek in 1979([5℄, see also [6℄). These objets were studied in onnetion with the lifting theorems. Thequestion whether every loally onvex F -spae is a K-spae has been solved negativelyby Kalton ([4℄), Ribe ([10℄) and Roberts ([11℄), who proved that the real Banah spae
l1 is not a K-spae.J. Martinez-Mauria and C. Perez-Garia developed K-spaes on the non-Arhimed-ean ground. They proved (Theorem 5 of [8℄) that all non-Arhimedean Banah spaes over2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: Primary 46S10.Key words and phrases: non-Arhimedean Banah spaes, K-spaes, three-spae property.The paper is in �nal form and no version of it will be published elsewhere.
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88 A. KUBZDELAa spherially omplete K are K-spaes and that the loal K-onvexity is a three-spaeproperty in the ategory of omplete loally bounded spaes over spherially ompletevalued �elds (Theorem 6 of [8℄). The same authors showed that every Banah spae over
K whih has a base is a K-spae (Theorem 3 of [7℄). In partiular, in ontrast to thelassial results, the sequene spae l1 over K is a K-spae. However, there are knownquotients of l1 whih are not K-spaes (see Proposition 7 of [7℄).In this paper we study non-Arhimedean Banah spaes over a non-spherially om-plete K. Assuming that card(K) is nonmeasurable, we prove that the sequene spae l∞ isnot a K-spae (Theorem 5), and that every Banah spae over K whih ontains a linearlyhomeomorphi opy of l∞ is not a K-spae, either (Corollary 6). Additionally, we disussthe three-spae problem for a few properties of non-Arhimedean Banah spaes (Propo-sition 8). In partiular, we give the answer to the question of van Rooij and Shikhof(Problem 8 of [14℄) onerning the re�exivity of non-Arhimedean Banah spaes.2. Preliminaries. From now on, in this paper all vetor spaes are over K. The notionof F -spae has the usual meaning, i.e. an F -spae is a omplete metrizable topologialvetor spae (De�nition 3.46 of [9℄). By E′ we denote the topologial dual of an F -spae E. We say that an F -spae E is a K-spae if, whenever X is an F -spae and
L is a one-dimensional subspae of X suh that X/L ≈ E (i.e. X/L and E are linearlyhomeomorphi), then L is omplemented in X (Chapter 5 of [6℄). Following [7℄ and [8℄, wereall that if X is a loally bounded spae and Y is an F -spae suh that Y/L ≈ X, then Ymust be loally bounded and quasinormable (loal boundeness implies quasinormabilityas in the usual ase). Hene, an equivalent ondition for a Banah spae to be a K-spae isthe following: a Banah spae E is a K-spae if whenever X is a quasi-Banah spae and
L is a subspae of X with dimension one, suh that X/L ≈ E, then L is omplementedin X (see De�nition 1 of [7℄).A topologial vetor spae (E, τ ) is alled loally K-onvex (De�nition 3.10 of [9℄) if
τ has a basis of neighborhoods of the origin, onsisting of K-onvex sets; a subset U ⊂ Eis said to be K-onvex (De�nition 3.8 of [9℄) if λx + µy + νz ∈ U, whenever x, y, z ∈ E,

λ, µ, ν ∈ K and |λ| ≤ 1, |µ| ≤ 1, |ν| ≤ 1, λ+µ+ν = 1. Reall that every non-ArhimedeanBanah spae is loally K-onvex. The sequene spae l1 is an example of a Banah spaewhih is not loally K-onvex (f. [7℄, [8℄).We say that a subspae D of an F -spae E has the weak extension property (WEP)in E if for every ontinuous linear funtional f : D → K there is a ontinuous linearextension g : E → K of f. If K is spherially omplete, then every linear subspae D ofa loally K-onvex spae E has the WEP (see Theorem 4.12 of [9℄). For the ase when
K is not spherially omplete, there are many examples of losed subspaes of Banahspaes without the WEP (e.g. c0 does not have the WEP in l∞, see Theorem 4.15 of [13℄).Observe that if every losed linear subspae of E has the WEP, then every losed linearsubspae of E is weakly losed and E has a separating dual (f. [1℄). A losed linear sub-spae D ⊂ E is weakly losed if and only if E/D is dual-separating (Theorem 3.2 of [1℄).The following theorems, proved by Kalton and Pek for the real and omplex ase,work in our ontext:



NON-ARCHIMEDEAN K-SPACES 89Theorem 1 (Theorem 5.2 of [5℄). If E is an F -spae and D is a losed subspae of Esuh that E/D is a K-spae, then D has the WEP in E.Theorem 2 (Theorem 5.3 of [5℄). Let E be an F -spae. If E is a K-spae and D ⊂ Eis a losed subspae with the WEP, then E/D is a K-spae.Let I be a set. Denote by c0(I) the linear spae of bounded maps x : I → K suh thatfor every ε > 0 there exist only �nitely many elements i of I for whih |x(i)| ≥ ε. c0(I)is a Banah spae under the sup-norm ‖.‖∞, de�ned by ‖x‖∞ := sup {|x(i)| : i ∈ I} ,

x ∈ c0(I). For every set I the spae c0(I) has a base (f. [13℄). If K is non-spheriallyomplete and card(I) is nonmeasurable, then c0(I) is re�exive (Theorem 4.22 of [13℄).Let E be a non-Arhimedean Banah spae. Following van Rooij ([12℄), we denoteby m(E) the smallest one among the ardinalities of those subsets X of E for whih
[X] = E. By Theorem 3.4 of [12℄, for every set I with card(I) ≥ m(E) there exists aquotient map c0(I) → E.Remark 3. Note that the result obtained by J. Martinez-Mauria and C. Perez-Garia(Theorem 5, [8℄), whih shows that every non-Arhimedean Banah spae over a spher-ially omplete K is a K-spae, follows diretly from Theorem 3 of [8℄, Theorem 2,Theorem 3.4 of [12℄ and Ingleton's theorem (Theorem 4.12 of [9℄):Let E be a non-Arhimedean Banah spae over a spherially omplete K. By Theo-rem 3.4 of [12℄, there exists a set I and a quotient map π : c0(I) → E. Sine c0(I) has abase, it follows from Theorem 3 of [8℄ that c0(I) is a K-spae. Next, by Theorem 4.12of [9℄, we get that ker π, a losed linear subspae of c0(I), has the WEP in c0(I). Thus,from Theorem 2 we onlude that E is a K-spae.For other notations and onventions that we will use in the sequel we refer the readerto [6℄, [9℄, [13℄.3. Results. We start with the following Proposition, whih shows some properties of
K-spaes:Proposition 4. Let E be a non-Arhimedean Banah spae. If K is non-spheriallyomplete, we assume that card(m(E)) is nonmeasurable. If E is a K-spae, then1. E has a separating dual;2. every losed linear subspae of E with the WEP in E is weakly losed in E;3. every losed linear subspae of E is a K-spae.Proof. If K is spherially omplete, then there is nothing to prove, as all non-ArhimedeanBanah spaes possess properties 1)-3). Hene, we assume that K is non-spheriallyomplete. By Theorem 3.4 of [12℄, there exists a set I, where card(I) is nonmeasurable,suh that E ≈ c0(I)/D for some losed linear subspae D of c0(I). It follows from Theorem1 that D has the WEP in c0(I). By Theorems 4.22, 5.9 of [13℄ and by Lemma 2.2 of [15℄,
D is weakly losed in c0(I). We get that c0(I)/D, thus E, has a separating dual.Let G be a losed linear subspae of E whih has the WEP in E. From Theorem 2we get that E/G is a K-spae, and by 1) E/G has a separating dual. Thus, we onludethat G is weakly losed in E.



90 A. KUBZDELALet H be a losed linear subspae of E. Then there exists a losed linear subspae
H0 ⊂ c0(I) suh that D ⊂ H0 and H ≈ H0/D. Sine D, by Theorem 1, has the WEP in
c0(I), D has the WEP in H0. By Theorem 5.9 of [13℄, H0 ≈ c0(J) for some set J with
card(J) ≤ card(I) and by Theorem 3 of [7℄, H0 is a K-spae. Finally, it follows fromTheorem 2 that H0/D, thus H, is a K-spae.Theorem 5. Let K be non-spherially omplete and let card(K) be nonmeasurable. Then
l∞ is not a K-spae.Proof. Note that card(l∞) = card(K) (see [3℄, proof of Lemma 2.1). Hene m(l∞) isnonmeasurable. To prove that l∞ is not a K-spae, it is enough to �nd a proper losedand weakly dense linear subspae of l∞ with the WEP in l∞. Assume that H ⊂ l∞ issuh a subspae and l∞ is a K-spae. Then, by Theorem 2, the quotient l∞/H is a
K-spae and by Proposition 4 it has a separating dual. But (l∞/H)′ = {0} , sine H isweakly dense in l∞, a ontradition.We apply the subspae of l∞ onstruted by van Rooij, presented in Example 4.J of[13℄ but in a di�erent ontext (see also Lemma 1.4.21 of [2℄). Let ̥ be the olletion ofall sets M ⊂ N for whih

lim
n→∞

card(M ∩ [1, n])

n
= 0.Let D be the set of all x ∈ l∞ (x = (xn)∞n=1

) suh that for every ε > 0 we have
{n : |xn| ≥ ε} ∈ ̥. It is easy to see that D is a losed linear subspae of l∞. Observethat if x ∈ c0 (where x = (xn)∞n=1

), then for every ε > 0 the set {n : |xn| ≥ ε} is �nite,thus it belongs to ̥. Hene c0 ⊂ D. Taking f ∈ (l∞)′ with f(D) = 0, we get f(c0) = 0.By Theorem 4.15 of [13℄, c0 is weakly dense in l∞, thus f = 0 on l∞. Hene, we onludethat D is weakly dense in l∞.We show that D has the WEP in l∞. Obviously D 6= l∞. First, we prove that c0 is
σ(D, D′)-dense in D. Take f ∈ D′ with f(c0) = 0. Let x ∈ D (x = (xn)∞n=1

). Take ε > 0.We prove that |f(x)| ≤ ε · ‖f‖. Observe that the set S := {n : |xn| ≥ ε} belongs to ̥.Denote by D0 := {y ∈ l∞ : yn = 0 whenever n /∈ S} . Then D0 is a subspae of D. Let
xS = (xn

S)∞n=1
be an element of l∞, de�ned by

xn
S :=

{

0 if n /∈ S,
xn if n ∈ S.Then xS ∈ D0 and dist(x, D0) ≤ ‖x − xS‖ ≤ ε. Hene, we see that there exists x0 ∈ l∞suh that x = xS + x0 and ‖x0‖ ≤ ε. Thus, if we prove that f = 0 on D0, then using

|f(x)| = |f(xS + x0)| ≤ max {|f(xS)| , |f(x0)|}

≤ max {|f(xS)| , ‖f‖ · ‖x0‖} ≤ ε · ‖f‖,we obtain that f = 0 on D. If S is �nite then, sine f(c0) = 0, we get that f(xS) = 0.Assume that S is in�nite, say S = {s1, s2, ...} where s1 < s2 < .... The map φ given bythe following formula
φ(u)k :=

{

0 if k ∈ N\S,

uj if j ∈ N, k = sj ,



NON-ARCHIMEDEAN K-SPACES 91is an isometrial isomorphism l∞ → D0. Thus D0/(c0∩D0) ∼= l∞/c0 and, sine (l∞/c0)
′ =

{0} by Theorem 4.15 of [13℄, (D0/(c0 ∩ D0))
′ = {0} . Hene, f = 0 on D0, and �nally

f = 0 on D.Now we prove that there exists an isometrial isomorphism (l∞)′ → D′ (note that
c0

∼= (l∞)′, i.e. c0 and (l∞)′ are isometrially isomorphi, by Exerise 3.Q of [13℄). Let
y ∈ c0 (y = (yn)∞n=1

). We de�ne the map y 7→ fy by fy(x) =
∑

∞

n=1
xnyn, where x =

(xn)∞n=1
∈ D. It is easy to see that this map is a linear isometry. We prove surjetivity.Let f ∈ D′. We are going to �nd y ∈ c0 for whih f = fy. Sine c0 ⊂ D, for x ∈ c0

(x = (xn)∞n=1
) we have f(x) =

∑

∞

n=1
xnyn for some y = (yn)∞n=1

∈ l∞. We prove that
y ∈ c0. If not, there exists ε > 0 suh that the set M := {m : |ym| ≥ ε} is in�nite.Therefore, M ontains an in�nite subset S := {s1, s2, ...} ∈ ̥, where s1 < s2 < .... As weshowed above, the map φ : l∞ → D is a linear isometry. But f ◦ φ ∈ (l∞)′ and therefore,sine c0 is re�exive by Corollary 4.18 of [13℄, f ◦φ has the form u 7→

∑

∞

m=1
umam, where

a = (am)∞m=1
∈ c0, u ∈ l∞. By hoosing for u suessively the unit vetors, we obtain

|aj | =
∣

∣ysj

∣

∣ ≥ ε for eah j, a ontradition. Thus, y = (yn)∞n=1
∈ c0 and the linear map

fy : x 7→

∞
∑

n=1

xnyn, x ∈ Dis an element of D′, oiniding with f on c0. Sine c0 is σ(D, D′)-dense in D, we obtainthat fy = f. Thus, it follows that D has the WEP in l∞.Corollary 6. Every non-Arhimedean Banah spae over non-spherially omplete Kwith nonmeasurable card(K), whih ontains a linearly homeomorphi opy of l∞ is nota K-spae.Proof. This follows diretly from Proposition 4 and Theorem 5.Let (P ) be some property of an F -spae. We say that the property (P ) is a three-spaeproperty if, whenever E is an F -spae with a losed linear subspae D suh that both Dand E/D have property (P ), then E has property (P ). The results obtained by Kalton([4℄), Ribe ([10℄) and Roberts ([11℄) show that the loal onvexity is not a three-spaeproperty in the ategory of real or omplex F -spaes. Surprisingly, however, J. Martinez-Mauria and C. Perez-Garia proved that the loal K-onvexity is a three-spae propertyin the ategory of loally bounded spaes over spherially omplete K (Theorem 6 of [8℄).Let K be non-spherially omplete. Although there exist non-Arhimedean Banahspaes whih are not K-spaes (even dual-separating, e.g. l∞), we do not know anyexample of a loally bounded (or Banah) spae E whih is not loally K-onvex, butwhih possesses a loally K-onvex losed linear subspae D suh that E/D is a non-Arhimedean Banah spae. We leave as an open problem the following question:Problem 7. Is the loal K-onvexity a three-spae property in the ategory of loallybounded spaes (or Banah spaes) over a non-spherially omplete K?Observe that if K is not spherially omplete, then the re�exivity is not a three-spaeproperty:



92 A. KUBZDELAProposition 8. In the ategory of non-Arhimedean Banah spaes over a non-spheri-ally omplete K with card(K) nonmeasurable, the properties for a Banah spae E:
• E′ separates the points of E,

• E is re�exive,are not three-spae properties.Proof. Take E := l∞. There exists a set I, where card(I) is nonmeasurable, and a quotientmap π : c0(I) → E. Sine E has a separating dual, D := kerπ is a weakly losed linearsubspae of c0(I). By Theorem 5, E is not a K-spae and it follows from Theorem 2 that
D does not have the WEP in c0(I). Thus, there exists f ∈ D′ without any ontinuouslinear extension to the whole of c0(I). Let D0 := ker f. We an easily show that D0 is notweakly losed in c0(I); in fat, if g ∈ (c0(I))′ is a linear funtional with g(D0) = 0 and
g(x0) 6= 0 for x0 ∈ D\D0, we an onstrut a ontinuous linear extension of f on c0(I),a ontradition. Take Z := c0(I)/D0, L := D/D0. Then Z ′ does not separate the pointsof Z, although Z/L (E ∼= Z/L) and L both have the separating duals. Obviously, Z isnot re�exive, however Z/L and L are re�exive (Theorem 4.21 of [13℄).Remark 9. Clearly, Proposition 8 is not true if K is spherially omplete. In this aseevery non-Arhimedean Banah spae is dual-separating, it follows from Theorem 4.12of [9℄, and every in�nite-dimensional non-Arhimedean Banah spae is non-re�exive, seeTheorem 4.16 of [13℄.Note that the proof of Proposition 8 gives the negative answer to the question formu-lated by A. van Rooij and W. Shikhof (Problem 8 of [14℄):Problem 10. Let E be a non-Arhimedean Banah spae and a ∈ E, a 6= 0. If E/[a] isre�exive, must E itself be re�exive?In general, there are not known neessary and su�ient onditions for a non-Arhimed-ean Banah spae to be a K-spae. All examples of non-Arhimedean Banah spaes overa non-spherially omplete K whih are K-spaes have a base. This fat leads us to thefollowing question:Problem 11. Let K be non-spherially omplete and let E be a non-Arhimedean Banahspae whih is a K-spae. Must E have a base?It is easy to observe that this question is equivalent to the following one:Problem 12. Let K be non-spherially omplete and let I be a set. Let D be a losedlinear subspae of c0(I). Does D have the WEP in c0(I) if and only if D is omplementedin c0(I)?
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